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In this paper, we make use of a new iterative homogenization technique in finite electroelastostatics
(Lopez-Pamies, 2014) to derive a closed-form solution for the overall response of two-phase piezoelectric
composites with particulate microstructures. The calculations amount to solving a system of Riccati
differential equations for the effective elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric tensors of the composites,
where the volume fraction of the inclusions plays the role of independent variable. The solution is valid
for any choice of piezoelectric behaviors for the underlying matrix and inclusions, and any choice of the
one- and two-point correlation functions describing the microstructure. In addition to discussing the key
theoretical and practical features of the solution, its descriptive and predictive capabilities are illustrated
via comparisons with a broad range of experimental data and full-field simulations (available from the
literature) for composites with periodic and random distributions of inclusions of various shapes.
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ð2Þ
1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with generating an exact closed-form
solution for the overall or macroscopic response of two-phase pie-
zoelectric composites with particulate microstructures. At a micro-
scopic level, a piezoelectric composite is taken to consist of a
statistically uniform distribution of inclusions bonded perfectly
to a continuous matrix phase. The domain occupied by the entire
composite in its undeformed ground state is denoted by X. We
assume that the characteristic length scales of the underlying
inclusions are much smaller than the size of X and, for conve-
nience, choose units of length so that X has unit volume. The con-
stitutive behaviors of the matrix (r ¼ 1) and the inclusions (r ¼ 2)
are characterized by ‘‘total’’ free energies W ðrÞ that are functions of
the deformation gradient tensor F and the Lagrangian electric field
E so that at each material point X 2 X the first Piola–Kirchhoff
stress tensor S and the Lagrangian electric displacement field D
are given by (Dorfmann and Ogden, 2005; see also Suo et al., 2008)

S ¼ @W
@F
ðX;F;EÞ and D ¼ � @W

@E
ðX; F;EÞ ð1Þ

with

WðX; F;EÞ ¼ ½1� hð2ÞðXÞ�W ð1ÞðF;EÞ þ hð2ÞðXÞW ð2ÞðF;EÞ; ð2Þ
where h Xð Þ stands for the indicator function of the regions occu-
pied by the inclusions: hð2Þ Xð Þ ¼ 1 if X is inside an inclusion and
hð2Þ Xð Þ ¼ 0 otherwise.

For periodic microstructures, the indicator function hð2Þ in (2) is
completely known once a unit cell and the lattice over which it is
repeated are specified. For random microstructures, on the other
hand, hð2Þ is only known partially in a probabilistic sense. In either
case, at any rate, we shall require but partial knowledge of hð2Þ in
terms of the one- and two-point correlation functions. In view of
the assumed statistical uniformity of the microstructure, these
functions are insensitive to translations and thus given by (see,
e.g., Chapter 15 in Milton (2002) and references therein)
pð2Þ ¼
Z

X
hð2ÞðXÞdX and pð22ÞðZÞ ¼

Z
X

hð2ÞðZþ XÞhð2ÞðXÞdX: ð3Þ
Geometrically, the one-point correlation function pð2Þ repre-
sents the probability that a point lands in an inclusion when it is
dropped randomly in X. In other words, pð2Þ is nothing more than
the volume fraction of inclusions in the undeformed configuration;
henceforth, we shall utilize the standard notation pð2Þ ¼ c. The
two-point correlation function pð22Þ represents the probability that
the ends of a rod of length and orientation described by the vector
Z land within (the same or two different) inclusions when dropped
randomly in X. Accordingly, pð22Þ contains finer information about
the size, shape, and spatial distribution of the inclusions in the
undeformed configuration.
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Granted the statistical uniformity of the microstructure and
the separation between microscopic and macroscopic length scales,
the overall constitutive response for the composite is defined as the
relation between the volume averages of the first Piola–Kirchhoff
stress �S¼:

R
X SðXÞdX and electric field �E¼:

R
X EðXÞdX and the volume

averages of the deformation gradient �F¼:
R

X FðXÞdX and electric
displacement �D¼:

R
X DðXÞdX over the undeformed configuration X

when the composite is subjected to affine boundary conditions.
This relation can be compactly written as (Lopez-Pamies, 2014)

�S ¼ @
�W
@�F

�F; �E; c
� �

and �D ¼ � @
�W
@�E

�F; �E; c
� �

; ð4Þ

where the scalar-valued function

�W �F; �E; c
� �

¼min
F2K

max
E2E

Z
X

W X;F;Eð ÞdX; ð5Þ

referred to as the effective free energy function, corresponds phys-
ically to the total electroelastic free energy (per unit undeformed
volume) of the composite. In these last expressions, the volume
fraction of inclusions c has been included as an explicit argument
in the effective energy �W for later convenience and K; E denote
sufficiently large sets of admissible deformation gradients F and
curl-free electric fields E with prescribed volume averages �F and �E.

1.1. Linear piezoelectric behavior

The focus of this work is on the classical limit of small macro-
scopic deformations (�F! I), when locally the composite is pre-
sumed to exhibit linear piezoelectric behavior characterized by a
free energy function (2) of the asymptotic quadratic form

WðX; F;EÞ ¼ 1
2

Hij LijklðXÞHkl �
1
2

Ei �ijðXÞEj � Ek ekijðXÞHij ð6Þ

to leading order. Here, the notation H ¼ F� I has been introduced
for convenience, LðXÞ ¼ ½1� hð2ÞðXÞ�Lð1Þ þ hð2ÞðXÞLð2Þ stands for the
modulus tensor of elasticity measured at constant electric field
(‘‘short circuit’’), �ðXÞ ¼ ½1� hð2ÞðXÞ��ð1Þ þ hð2ÞðXÞ�ð2Þ denotes the
dielectric tensor measured at constant deformation (‘‘clamped’’),
and eðXÞ ¼ ½1� hð2ÞðXÞ�eð1Þ þ hð2ÞðXÞeð2Þ is the piezoelectric tensor1;
these tensors exhibit the symmetries Lijkl ¼ Lklij ¼ Ljikl ¼ Lijlk; �ij ¼
�ji; ekij ¼ ekji. The corresponding relations for the local stress and
electric displacement (1) read as

Sij ¼
@W
@Fij
ðX; F;EÞ ¼ LijklðXÞHkl � ekijðXÞEk ð7Þ

and

Di ¼ �
@W
@Ei
ðX;F;EÞ ¼ �ijðXÞEj þ eipqðXÞHpq: ð8Þ

Owing to the quadratic form of the local free energy function
(6), the resulting effective free energy function (5) in this case is
quadratic in the macroscopic deformation gradient �F and electric
field �E:

�Wð�F; �E; cÞ ¼ 1
2

�Hij
~LijklðcÞ �Hkl �

1
2

�Ei ~�ijðcÞ�Ej � �Ek ~ekijðcÞ �Hij ð9Þ

to leading order. Here, similar to the notation employed in (6),
�H ¼ �F� I, while ~L; ~�; ~e stand for the effective ‘‘short-circuit’’ mod-
ulus of elasticity, the effective ‘‘clamped’’ dielectric tensor, and the
effective piezoelectric tensor of the composite; they are such that
1 The alternative classical formulations can be found, for instance, in Standards on
Piezoelectric Crystals (1949), where the moduli Lijkl ; eijk , and �ij appear as CE

ijkl; eijk ,
and �S

ij , respectively.
~Lijkl ¼ ~Lklij ¼ ~Ljikl ¼ ~Lijlk; ~�ij ¼ ~�ji; ~ekij ¼ ~ekji. The corresponding macro-
scopic stress and electric displacement (4) take then the simple
linear piezoelectric form

�Sij ¼
@ �W
@�Fij
ð�F; �EÞ ¼ ~LijklðcÞ �Hkl � ~ekijðcÞ�Ek ð10Þ

and

�Di ¼ �
@ �W
@�Ei
ð�F; �EÞ ¼ ~�ijðcÞ�Ej þ ~eipqðcÞ �Hpq: ð11Þ

The objective of this work reduces hence to generating a solu-
tion for the effective tensors ~L; ~�; ~e in (9) directly in terms of
the properties of the matrix Lð1Þ; �ð1Þ; eð1Þ, the properties of the
inclusions Lð2Þ; �ð2Þ; eð2Þ, and the microstructure — the size, the
shape, and the spatial distribution of the inclusions — as character-
ized by the indicator function hð2Þ. To this end, we will make use of
a new theory for elastic dielectric composites recently introduced
by Lopez-Pamies (2014). For convenience and clarity, the general
form of this theory is presented in the next section. Its application
to the piezoelectric composites of interest here and the closed-
form solution for the effective tensors ~L; ~�; ~e that it generates —
Eq. (36) — are presented in Section 3. That section also includes a
discussion of the key theoretical and practical features of this
closed-form solution, as well as its specialization to various cases
of practical relevance. Finally, Section 4 confronts the solution to
a host of experimental data and full-field simulations available in
the literature.

2. The theory of Lopez-Pamies (2014) for elastic dielectric
composites

By means of a combination of iterative techniques, Lopez-
Pamies (2014) has recently generated an exact solution for the
variational problem (5) for two-phase elastic dielectric composites
with a specific, yet fairly general, class of particulate microstruc-
tures. In the present notation, his result for the effective free
energy function �W ¼ �Wð�F; �E; cÞ is given implicitly by the first-order
partial differential equation (pde)

c
@ �W
@c
� �W �

Z
jnj¼1

max
a

min
b

a � @
�W
@�F

nþ b
@ �W
@�E
� n

�

�W ð1Þ �Fþ a� n; �Eþ bn
� �i

mðnÞdn ¼ 0 ð12Þ

subject to the initial condition

�Wð�F; �E;1Þ ¼W ð2Þð�F; �EÞ; ð13Þ

where the integration of the pde (12) is to be carried out from c ¼ 1
to the desired final value of volume fraction of inclusions c ¼ c and
the weighting function mðnÞ in (12) is given in terms of the
two-point correlation function (3)2 as follows:

� Periodic microstructures. For the case of periodic distributions of
inclusions, the function mðnÞ is given by
mðnÞ ¼
X

k2R��f0g

p̂ð22ÞðkÞ
ð1� cÞc d n� k

jkj

� �
with

p̂ð22ÞðkÞ ¼ 1
jQ j

Z
Q

pð22ÞðXÞe�iX�kdX: ð14Þ
Here, dðn� k=jkjÞ denotes the Dirac delta function and p̂ð22ÞðkÞ
stands for the Fourier transform of the two-point correlation func-
tion pð22ÞðXÞ, while Q denotes the repeating unit cell chosen to
describe the microstructure and
R� ¼ k : k ¼ n1B1 þ n2B2 þ n3B3; ni 2 Zf g ð15Þ
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with
B1 ¼ 2p A2 ^ A3

A1 � ðA2 ^ A3Þ
; B2 ¼ 2p A3 ^ A1

A1 � ðA2 ^ A3Þ
;

B3 ¼ 2p A1 ^ A2

A1 � ðA2 ^ A3Þ
ð16Þ
stands for the reciprocal lattice in Fourier space of the periodic lat-
tice in real space
R ¼ fY : Y ¼ n1A1 þ n2A2 þ n3A3; ni 2 Zg ð17Þ
over which the unit cell Q is repeated (see, e.g., Kittel, 2005). Upon
invoking the identity p̂ð22ÞðkÞ ¼ jĥð2ÞðkÞj2 with ĥð2ÞðkÞ ¼ jQ j�1 R

Q

hð2ÞðXÞe�ik�X dX, it is noteworthy to recognize that the pde (12)
adopts the more explicit form
c
@ �W
@c
� �W �

X
k2R��f0g

n¼k=jkj

max
a

min
b

a � @
�W
@�F

nþ b
@ �W
@�E
� n

��

�W ð1Þ �Fþ a� n; �Eþ bn
� �i jĥð2ÞðkÞj2

ð1� cÞc

)
¼ 0: ð18Þ
� Random microstructures. For the case of random distributions of
inclusions, the function mðnÞ is given by
mðnÞ ¼ � 1
8p2

Z
X

pð22ÞðXÞ � c2

ð1� cÞc d00ðn � XÞ dX; ð19Þ
where d00 denotes the second derivative of the Dirac delta function
with respect to its argument. Direct use of relation (19) allows to
rewrite the pde (12) more explicitly as
c
@ �W
@c
� �W

þ 1
8p2

Z
jnj¼1

Z
X

max
a

min
b

a � @
�W
@�F

nþ b
@ �W
@�E
� n

�

�W ð1Þ �Fþ a� n; �Eþ bn
� �� pð22ÞðXÞ � c2

ð1� cÞc d00ðn � XÞdXdn ¼ 0:

ð20Þ
The interested reader is referred to Lopez-Pamies (2014) for the
derivation and thorough discussion of the above result. At this
stage, nevertheless, it is appropriate to remark that the result
(12) and (13) is exact for a specific class of two-phase particulate
microstructures and hence it is realizable. What is more, in view
of its applicability to arbitrary free energy functions W ð1Þ and
W ð2Þ and arbitrary one-point pð2Þ and two-point pð22Þ correlation
functions, the result (12) and (13) can be utilized more generally
as a constitutive theory for two-phase elastic dielectrics with any
particulate microstructure: for a given matrix constitutive behav-
ior W ð1Þ, given inclusion constitutive behavior W ð2Þ, and given
one- and two-point correlations pð2Þ and pð22Þ, the result (12) and
(13) provides a constitutive model for the macroscopic response
of the elastic dielectric composite of interest.

3. A closed-form solution for piezoelectric composites

When the constitutive behavior of the matrix and inclusions is
characterized by the piezoelectric free energy function (6), it is a
simple matter to show that the solution to the pde (12) with initial
condition (13) is indeed of the quadratic functional form (9). In
turn, a simple calculation suffices to deduce that the conditions
defining the maximizing vector a and minimizing scalar b in (12)
specialize to the following system of algebraic equations:

D~Lijkl
�Hkl � D~ekij

�Ek � Lð1Þijklaknl þ eð1Þmijbnm

h i
nj ¼ 0 ð21Þ

and
D~�ij
�Ej þ D~eikl

�Hkl � �ð1Þij bnj � eð1Þikl aknl

h i
ni ¼ 0; ð22Þ

where the notation D~L ¼ ~L � Lð1Þ, D~� ¼ ~�� �ð1Þ, D~e ¼ ~e� eð1Þ has
been introduced for convenience. Eqs. (21) and (22) can be solved
explicitly to render

aknl ¼ CL
klpq nð ÞD~Lpqrs þ Ce

kln nð ÞD~enrs

h i
�Hrs

þ Ce
klr nð ÞD~�rs � CL

klpq nð ÞD~espq

h i
�Es ð23Þ

and

bnj ¼ �Ce
pqj nð ÞD~Lpqrs þ C�jn nð ÞD~enrs

h i
�Hrs

þ C�jn nð ÞD~�ns þ Ce
pqj nð ÞD~espq

h i
�Es; ð24Þ

where

CL
klpq nð Þ ¼ K�1

kp nð Þnqnl;

C�jn nð Þ ¼ 1

�ð1Þab nanb

njnn �
1

�ð1Þab nanb

	 
2 K�1
kp nð Þeð1Þmpqeð1Þikl nqnlnmnnninj;

Ce
kln nð Þ ¼ 1

�ð1Þab nanb

K�1
kp nð Þeð1Þmpqnqnlnmnn ð25Þ

with

Kik nð Þ ¼ Lð1Þijklnjnl þ
1

�ð1Þab nanb

eð1Þmije
ð1Þ
qkrnmnjnqnr : ð26Þ

Note that the second-order tensor (26) is nothing more than the
generalized acoustic tensor associated with the piezoelectric
matrix material r ¼ 1. Note also that the tensors CL; C�; Ce are
homogeneous functions of degree zero in n with symmetries
CL

klpq ¼ CL
pqkl, C�jn ¼ C�nj, Ce

kln ¼ Ce
knl.

By making direct use of expressions (6), (9), (23), (24) and
subsequently grouping the terms of order jj�Hjj2; jj�Ejj2; jj�Hjj jj�Ejj,
the pde (12) with initial condition (13) for the effective free
energy function �W can be shown to reduce, rather interestingly,
to the following system of Riccati ordinary differential equations
(odes):

c
@~Lmnrs

@c
� D~Lmnrs � D~LmnklP

L
klpqD

~Lpqrs þ D~ekmnP�klD~elrs � D~LmnijP
e
ijkD~ekrs

� D~LrsijP
e
ijkD~ekmn ¼ 0; ð27Þ

c
@~�pq

@c
� D~�pq � D~�pkP�klD~�lq þ D~epklP

L
klmnD~eqmn � D~�pkPe

ijkD~eqij

� D~�qkPe
ijkD~epij ¼ 0; ð28Þ

c
@~eqmn

@c
� D~eqmn � D~ekmnPe

ijkD~eqij þ D~LmnijP
e
ijkD~�kq � D~LmnijP

L
ijklD~eqkl

� D~�qkP�klD~elmn ¼ 0 ð29Þ

for the effective tensors ~L ¼ ~LðcÞ; ~� ¼ ~�ðcÞ; ~e ¼ ~eðcÞ, subject to the
initial conditions

~Lð1Þ ¼ Lð2Þ; ~�ð1Þ ¼ �ð2Þ; ~eð1Þ ¼ eð2Þ: ð30Þ

In these last expressions, we have made use of the notation

PL
klpq ¼

Z
jnj¼1

1
4

CL
klpqðnÞ þ CL

lkpqðnÞ þ CL
klqpðnÞ þ CL

lkqpðnÞ
h i

mðnÞdn;

P�kl ¼
Z
jnj¼1

C�klðnÞmðnÞdn;

Pe
ijk ¼

Z
jnj¼1

1
2

Ce
ijkðnÞ þ Ce

jikðnÞ
h i

mðnÞdn; ð31Þ
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where it is recalled that the weighting function mðnÞ in these orien-
tational averages is given by expression (14)1 for periodic micro-
structures and by (19) for random ones in terms of the two-point
correlation function.

In spite of the fact that the system of Riccati odes (27)–(29) is
coupled and nonlinear, it can be solved explicitly by rewriting
the equations in terms of an augmented matrix representation of
the effective tensors ~L, ~�, ~e, instead of directly in terms of the ten-
sors ~L; ~�; ~e. Indeed, by introducing the 9� 9 symmetric matrices

LðrÞ ¼

LðrÞ1111 LðrÞ1122 LðrÞ1133 LðrÞ1112 LðrÞ1113 LðrÞ1123 �eðrÞ111 �eðrÞ211 �eðrÞ311

LðrÞ1122 LðrÞ2222 LðrÞ2233 LðrÞ2212 LðrÞ2213 LðrÞ2223 �eðrÞ122 �eðrÞ222 �eðrÞ322

LðrÞ1133 LðrÞ2233 LðrÞ3333 LðrÞ3312 LðrÞ3313 LðrÞ3323 �eðrÞ133 �eðrÞ233 �eðrÞ333

LðrÞ1112 LðrÞ2212 LðrÞ3312 LðrÞ1212 LðrÞ1213 LðrÞ1223 �eðrÞ112 �eðrÞ212 �eðrÞ312

LðrÞ1113 LðrÞ2213 LðrÞ3313 LðrÞ1213 LðrÞ1313 LðrÞ1323 �eðrÞ113 �eðrÞ213 �eðrÞ313

LðrÞ1123 LðrÞ2223 LðrÞ3323 LðrÞ1223 LðrÞ1323 LðrÞ2323 �eðrÞ123 �eðrÞ223 �eðrÞ323

�eðrÞ111 �eðrÞ122 �eðrÞ133 �eðrÞ112 �eðrÞ113 �eðrÞ123 ��
ðrÞ
11 ��ðrÞ12 ��ðrÞ13

�eðrÞ211 �eðrÞ222 �eðrÞ233 �eðrÞ212 �eðrÞ213 �eðrÞ223 ��
ðrÞ
12 ��ðrÞ22 ��ðrÞ23

�eðrÞ311 �eðrÞ322 �eðrÞ333 �eðrÞ312 �eðrÞ313 �eðrÞ323 ��
ðrÞ
13 ��ðrÞ23 ��ðrÞ33

2
6666666666666666664

3
7777777777777777775

; r¼1;2;

ð32Þ

P¼

PL
1111 PL

1122 PL
1133 2PL

1112 2PL
1113 2PL

1123 �Pe
111 �Pe

112 �Pe
113

PL
1122 PL

2222 PL
2233 2PL

2212 2PL
2213 2PL

2223 �Pe
221 �Pe

222 �Pe
223

PL
1133 PL

2233 PL
3333 2PL

3312 2PL
3313 2PL

3323 �Pe
331 �Pe

332 �Pe
333

2PL
1112 2PL

2212 2PL
3312 4PL

1212 4PL
1213 4PL

1223 �2Pe
121 �2Pe

122 �2Pe
123

2PL
1113 2PL

2213 2PL
3313 4PL

1213 4PL
1313 4PL

1323 �2Pe
131 �2Pe

132 �2Pe
133

2PL
1123 2PL

2223 2PL
3323 4PL

1223 4PL
1323 4PL

2323 �2Pe
231 �2Pe

232 �2Pe
233

�Pe
111 �Pe

221 �Pe
331 �2Pe

121 �2Pe
131 �2Pe

231 �P�11 �P�12 �P�13

�Pe
112 �Pe

222 �Pe
332 �2Pe

122 �2Pe
132 �2Pe

232 �P�12 �P�22 �P�23

�Pe
113 �Pe

223 �Pe
333 �2Pe

123 �2Pe
133 �2Pe

233 �P�13 �P�23 �P�33

2
666666666666666664

3
777777777777777775

;

ð33Þ

and

~L¼

~L1111
~L1122

~L1133
~L1112

~L1113
~L1123 �~e111 �~e211 �~e311

~L1122
~L2222

~L2233
~L2212

~L2213
~L2223 �~e122 �~e222 �~e322

~L1133
~L2233

~L3333
~L3312

~L3313
~L3323 �~e133 �~e233 �~e333

~L1112
~L2212

~L3312
~L1212

~L1213
~L1223 �~e112 �~e212 �~e312

~L1113
~L2213

~L3313
~L1213

~L1313
~L1323 �~e113 �~e213 �~e313

~L1123
~L2223

~L3323
~L1223

~L1323
~L2323 �~e123 �~e223 �~e323

�~e111 �~e122 �~e133 �~e112 �~e113 �~e123 �~�11 �~�12 �~�13

�~e211 �~e222 �~e233 �~e212 �~e213 �~e223 �~�12 �~�22 �~�23

�~e311 �~e322 �~e333 �~e312 �~e313 �~e323 �~�13 �~�23 �~�33

2
66666666666666664

3
77777777777777775

;

ð34Þ

the system of Riccati odes (27)–(29) subject to the initial conditions
(30) can be rewritten more compactly as the Riccati initial-value
problem

c
d~L

dc
� D~L� D~LPD~L ¼ 0 with ~Lð1Þ ¼ Lð2Þ ð35Þ

for the matrix ~L ¼ ~LðcÞ, where use has been made of the notation
D~L ¼ ~L� Lð1Þ. The solution to this initial-value problem is given by

~L ¼ Lð1Þ þ c ð1� cÞPþ Lð2Þ � Lð1Þ
� ��1

h i�1
: ð36Þ

The simple exact closed-form solution (36) constitutes the main
result of this paper. It characterizes the overall response of
two-phase piezoelectric composites with a large class of periodic
and random particulate microstructures. The following theoretical
and practical remarks are in order:

1. Piezoelectric behaviors of the matrix and inclusions. The solution
(36) is valid for any choice of elastic moduli Lð1Þ and Lð2Þ, dielec-
tric tensors �ð1Þ and �ð2Þ, and piezoelectric tensors eð1Þ and eð2Þ
describing the piezoelectric behaviors of the underlying matrix
and inclusions.

2. Geometry and spatial distribution of the inclusions. The solution
(36) is also valid for any choice of the one- and two-point cor-
relation functions pð2Þ ¼ c and pð22Þ describing the microstruc-
ture. In practice, both of these quantities are generally
measurable and often times readily known from the outset.

3. Connections with the dilute result of Deeg (1980) for ellipsoidal
inclusions and the Hashin–Shtrikman variational principle. By
construction, the underlying microstructure associated with
the solution (36) corresponds to a distribution of disconnected
inclusions that interact in such a manner that their deformation
gradient and electric field — irrespectively of the value of the
volume fraction of inclusions c — are uniform and the same in
each inclusion (see Appendix B in Lopez-Pamies (2014)).
An interesting implication of such a special type of intra-inclu-
sion fields is that the exact solution (36) corresponds, in
essence, to an extension of the classical result2 of Deeg (1980)
for a dilute distribution of ellipsoidal inclusions — wherein the
electromechanical fields are uniform — to distributions of inclu-
sions of more general shapes and finite volume fraction.
A further implication of the uniformity of the intra-inclusion
fields is that the solution (36) agrees identically with the varia-
tional approximation obtained from the Hashin–Shtrikman var-
iational principle (Bisegna and Luciano, 1996; see also Olson
and Avellaneda, 1992; Li and Dunn, 2001) when choosing the
reference medium to coincide with the piezoelectric matrix
material and the trial polarization field to be constant per phase
(so that the fields within the inclusions are also constant). A
corollary of this agreement is that the solution (36) coincides
identically with one of the Hashin–Shtrikman bounds when
the piezoelectric properties of the matrix and inclusions are well
ordered.

4. Computational tractability. In spite of its generality and incorpo-
ration of fine microscopic information, the computation of the
solution (36) is admittedly simple, as it only requires the eval-
uation of the microstructural tensors PL, P�, Pe defined in (31).
The next subsection spells out the specializations of these ten-
sors to several cases of practical relevance.

3.1. Some special cases

For demonstration purposes and later use in comparisons
with experiments and full-field simulations, we spell out next
the specializations of the microstructural tensors PL, P�, Pe —
needed in the computation of the solution (36) — to three clas-
ses of microstructures with ellipsoidal and cuboidal inclusions
(see Fig. 1). These shapes include as limiting cases spherical
and cubic inclusions, cylindrical fibers with elliptical and rect-
angular cross sections, and layers. Such geometries have repeat-
edly proved of relevance in a variety of applications (see, e.g.,
Banno, 1987; Chan and Unsworth, 1989; Bast and Wersing,
1989).
3.1.1. A periodic distribution of ellipsoidal inclusions
We begin by considering a periodic distribution of ellipsoidal

inclusions where the repeating unit cell comprises a rectangular
prism of sides b1, b2, b3 containing a single inclusion located at its
center. As depicted in Fig. 1(a), the inclusion has semi-axes a1, a2,
a3 and its principal axes are coaxial with those of the unit cell which,
for convenience, are chosen to coincide with the Cartesian labora-
tory axes u1, u2, u3. For this class of periodic microstructures, it is



Fig. 1. Schematics of the three classes of particulate microstructures considered in Sections 3.1.1–3.1.3. Parts (a) and (b) show, respectively, rectangular prismatic unit cells,
with sides b1; b2; b3, describing periodic cuboidal distributions of ellipsoidal and cuboidal inclusions. Part (c) depicts a random microstructure comprised of aligned
homothetic ellipsoidal inclusions whose centers are distributed with ‘‘ellipsoidal’’ symmetry.
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not difficult to compute the Fourier transform (14)2 of its two-point
correlation function and reciprocal lattice (15) and (16) in order to
deduce that the microstructural tensors (31) specialize to
ð37Þ
Here, it is recalled that the tensors CL, C�, Ce are given by expressions
(25), c ¼ 4pa1a2a3=3b1b2b3,

n ¼ p1u1 þ
b1

b2
p2u2 þ

b1

b3
p3u3 ð38Þ

in terms of the integers p1, p2, p3, and the function gðnÞ is given by

gðnÞ¼3 sing�gcosgð Þ
g3 with g¼2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2

1

b2
1

p2
1þ

a2
2

b2
2

p2
2þ

a2
3

b2
3

p2
3

s
: ð39Þ

As pointed out above, expressions (37) contain several limiting
cases worth placing on record. The case of a cuboidal distribution
of spherical inclusions is trivially generated by setting a1 ¼ a2 ¼
a3 ¼ a in (37). The case of a rectangular distribution of aligned cylin-
drical fibers with elliptical cross section is generated by setting one of
the semi-axes of the inclusion and the corresponding side of the unit
cell to be of infinite length. By setting am, bm ¼ 1ðm; n; s ¼ 1;2;3Þ,
for instance, the general expressions (37) reduce to
ð40Þ
m – n – s, where now c ¼ panas=bnbs,
n ¼ pnun þ
bn

bs
psus; ð41Þ

and
gðnÞ ¼
J1 2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2

n

b2
n
p2

n þ
a2

s

b2
s
p2

s

r� �

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2

n

b2
n
p2

n þ
a2

s

b2
s
p2

s

r ð42Þ

with J1 denoting the Bessel function of the first kind. Finally, the
case of a laminate composite comprising alternating layers of piezo-
electric materials r ¼ 1 and r ¼ 2 can be generated from expressions
(37) by setting two of the semi-axes of the inclusion and the corre-
sponding sides of the unit cell to be of infinite length. By setting
am; bm ¼ 1 and an; bn ¼ 1ðm – n), for instance, the result reads as

PL
ijkl ¼

1
4

CL
ijklðusÞ þ CL

jiklðusÞ þ CL
ijlkðusÞ þ CL

jilkðusÞ
h i

;

P�ij ¼ C�ijðusÞ;

Pe
ijk ¼

1
2

Ce
ijkðusÞ þ Ce

jikðusÞ
h i

ð43Þ

m – n – s.



Table 1
Density (q [kg=m3]), and elastic (Lijkl [GPa]), dielectric (�ij [nC/Vm]), and piezoelectric
(eijk [C/m2]) components for the constituent materials used for the sample results.

PZT-7A PZT–PNN Mn-doped
PZT

Barium Sodium
Niobate

Araldite D Air

q 7600 7500 5700 5300 1150 1.225
L1111 148 127.2 148 238.9 8 0.0
L2222 148 127.2 148 247.4 8 0.0
L3333 111 117.4 131 135.1 8 0.0
L1122 76.3 80.21 76.2 104.2 4.4 0.0
L1133 74.3 84.67 74.2 50.06 4.4 0.0
L2233 74.3 84.67 74.2 52.14 4.4 0.0
L1212 35.85 23.47 35.9 75.76 1.8 0.0
L1313 25.3 22.99 25.4 65.79 1.8 0.0
L2323 25.3 22.99 25.4 64.94 1.8 0.0

�11 4.11525 27.71 7.965 2.081 0.0354 0.00885
�22 4.11525 27.71 7.965 2.187 0.0354 0.00885
�33 2.09745 30.1 8.38502 0.4516 0.0354 0.00885

e113 9.2 17 11.4 2.763 0.0 0.0
e223 9.2 17 11.4 3.377 0.0 0.0
e311 �2.3 �6.62 �4.3 �0.445 0.0 0.0
e322 �2.3 �6.62 �4.3 �0.285 0.0 0.0
e333 9.3 23.2 12.5 4.335 0.0 0.0

Table 2
Relations among the various types of elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric moduli.

~Lijpq
~Mpqkl ¼ 1

2 dikdjl þ dildjk
� �

~LD
ijpq

~MD
pqkl ¼ 1

2 dikdjl þ dildjk
� �

~�ik
~Bkj ¼ dij

~�S
ik

~BS
kj ¼ dij

~dnkl ¼ ~�S
nm~gmkl ¼ ~enij

~Mijkl

~enkl ¼ ~�nm
~hmkl ¼ ~dnij

~Lijkl

~gnkl ¼ ~BS
nm

~dmkl ¼ ~hnij
~MD

ijkl

~hnkl ¼ ~Bnm~emkl ¼ ~gnij
~LD

ijkl

~LD
ijkl � ~Lijkl ¼ ~emij

~hmkl

~Mijkl � ~MD
ijkl ¼ ~dmij~gmkl

~�S
mn � ~�mn ¼ ~dnkl~emkl

~Bmn � ~BS
mn ¼ ~hnkl~gmkl
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3.1.2. A periodic distribution of cuboidal inclusions
Next, we consider the same periodic distribution as in the pre-

ceding subsection but now the inclusions are taken to be of cuboi-
dal shape. The unit cell here is also taken to be a rectangular prism
of sides b1, b2, b3 containing a single inclusion at its center, see
Fig. 1(b). The sides of the inclusion are denoted by a1, a2, a3 and
its principal axes are aligned with the unit cell, and, therefore, also
with the Cartesian laboratory axes u1, u2, u3. The microstructural
tensors (31) in this case can be shown to reduce to expressions
of the very form (37), where the vector n is still given by (38),
but now the volume fraction c ¼ a1a2a3=b1b2b3, and the function
gðnÞ is given in terms of the integers p1, p2, p3 by

gðnÞ ¼

sin g1
g1

sing2

g2

sin g3

g3
if p1;p2;p3 – 0

sin gi

gi

sin gj

gj
if pi;pj – 0;pk ¼ 0 i – j – k

sin gi

gi
if pi – 0;pj ¼ pk ¼ 0 i – j – k

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð44Þ
with

g1 ¼
a1

b1
pp1; g2 ¼

a2

b2
pp2; g3 ¼

a3

b3
pp3; ð45Þ

instead of by (39).
The limiting case of a cuboidal distribution of cubic inclusions is

generated by setting a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a3 ¼ a in the above result. In turn, a
rectangular distribution of aligned cylindrical fibers with rectangu-
lar cross section is generated by setting one of the semi-axes of the
inclusion and the corresponding side of the unit cell to be
unbounded. By setting am; bm ¼ 1 as above, the microstructural
tensors PL; P�; Pe reduce to expressions of the very form (40) with
n given by (41), but now c ¼ anas=bnbs and

gðnÞ ¼

sin gn

gn

sin gs

gs
if pn;ps – 0

sin gn

gn
if ps ¼ 0

sin gs

gs
if pn ¼ 0

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð46Þ

with

gn ¼
an

bn
ppn; gs ¼

as

bs
pps; ð47Þ

m – n – s.

3.1.3. A random distribution of ellipsoidal inclusions
As a final example, we consider a random microstructure com-

prised of aligned homothetic ellipsoidal inclusions whose centers
are distributed with the so-called ‘‘ellipsoidal’’ symmetry intro-
duced by Willis (1977). The semi-axes of a typical inclusion are
denoted by a1; a2; a3 and, for convenience, its principal axes are
aligned with the Cartesian laboratory axes u1; u2; u3; see
Fig. 1(c). For this class of microstructures, the weighting function
(19) can be determined explicitly allowing to write simple expres-
sions for the microstructural tensors (31):

PL
ijkl¼

a2a3

16pa2
1

Z 2p

0

Z 1

�1

CL
ijklðnÞþCL

jiklðnÞþCL
ijlkðnÞþCL

jilkðnÞ

ð1�z2Þ cos2 hþ a2
2

a2
1

sin2 h
	 


þ a2
3

a2
1
z2

h i3=2 dzdh;

P�ij¼
a2a3

4pa2
1

Z 2p

0

Z 1

�1

C�ijðnÞ

ð1�z2Þ cos2 hþ a2
2

a2
1

sin2 h
	 


þ a2
3

a2
1
z2

h i3=2 dzdh;

Pe
ijk¼

a2a3

8pa2
1

Z 2p

0

Z 1

�1

Ce
ijkðnÞþCe

jikðnÞ

ð1�z2Þ cos2 hþ a2
2

a2
1

sin2 h
	 


þ a2
3

a2
1
z2

h i3=2 dzdh; ð48Þ
where

n ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� z2
p

cos hu1 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� z2
p

sin hu2 þ zu3 ð49Þ

in terms of the integration variables z; h.
The choice of semi-axes a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a3 ¼ a in (48) corresponds to

an isotropic distribution of spherical inclusions. Setting one of the
semi-axes to be of infinite length corresponds in turn to the limit-
ing case of aligned cylindrical fibers of elliptical cross section that
are randomly distributed with ‘‘elliptical’’ symmetry in the trans-
verse plane. Setting am ¼ 1ðm; n; s ¼ 1;2;3), for instance, reduces
expressions (48) to

PL
ijkl ¼

as

8pan

Z 2p

0

CL
ijklðnÞ þ CL

jiklðnÞ þ CL
ijlkðnÞ þ CL

jilkðnÞ

cos2 hþ a2
s

a2
n

sin2 h
dh;

P�ij ¼
as

2pan

Z 2p

0

C�ijðnÞ

cos2 hþ a2
s

a2
n

sin2 h
dh;

Pe
ijk ¼

as

4pan

Z 2p

0

Ce
ijkðnÞ þ Ce

jikðnÞ

cos2 hþ a2
s

a2
n

sin2 h
dh ð50Þ

m – n – s, where now

n ¼ cos hun þ sin hus: ð51Þ

Setting two of the semi-axes in (48) to be unbounded corre-
sponds in turn to the limiting case of a laminate composite where
layers of piezoelectric materials r ¼ 1 and r ¼ 2 are randomly



Fig. 2. The theoretical solution (36) compared to the experimental results of Chan and Unsworth (1989) for the overall response of an Araldite D matrix reinforced by PZT-7A
cylindrical fibers. Results are shown for: (a) the specific acoustic impedance ~Z, (b) the piezoelectric component ~d333, (c) the thickness electromechanical coupling factor ~kt , (d)
the planar electromechanical coupling factor ~kp , (e) the ‘‘free’’ dielectric component ~� S

33=�0, and (f) the compliance ~M1111 þ ~M1122, all as functions of the volume fraction of
fibers c.
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alternated. Setting am ¼ 1 and an ¼ 1 ðm – nÞ as in the foregoing,
reduces the microstructural tensors (48) to the same expressions
(43) obtained for the laminate composite with periodically alter-
nating layers of materials r ¼ 1 and r ¼ 2.

4. Sample results

In the sequel, we confront the theoretical solution (36) to five
different sets of experimental data and full-field simulations
available in the literature. The first set of results pertains to a
fiber-reinforced composite made up of a single family of aligned
cylindrical PZT-7A fibers of circular cross section embedded in a
polymeric matrix. The second set pertains to a PZT–PNN matrix
weakened by a periodic array of aligned cylindrical pores of ellip-
tical cross section. The third set corresponds to a hot-pressed Mn-
doped PZT material containing a random distribution of aligned
spheroidal pores. Finally, the fourth and fifth sets of results corre-
spond to a barium sodium niobate matrix weakened by periodic



Fig. 3. The theoretical solution (36) compared to the experimental results of Bast and Wersing (1989) and the finite element simulations (FE) of Kar-Gupta and Venkatesh
(2006) for the overall response of a PZT–PNN matrix containing a periodic rectangular distribution of aligned cylindrical pores with elliptical cross-section. Results are shown
for: (a) the specific acoustic impedance ~Z, (b) the frequency constant ~Nt , (c) the thickness electromechanical coupling factor ~kt , and (d) the ‘‘free’’ dielectric component ~�S

33=�0,
all as functions of the volume fraction of pores c.
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distributions of spherical and cuboidal pores. This broad range of
comparisons aim at illustrating not only the descriptive and pre-
dictive capabilities of the result (36), but also its potential deploy-
ment as a bottom-up material design tool.

Before proceeding with the presentation of the results, it is
expedient to record the properties of the various underlying
(matrix and inclusion) constituents and macroscopic quantities
that are involved in the comparisons. Table 1 provides the material
properties of the constituents in component form; following stan-
dard practice, the Cartesian laboratory axes u3 is chosen to indicate
the poling direction throughout this section.

Table 2 provides the relations between the effective ‘‘short-cir-
cuit’’ elasticity tensor ~L, effective ‘‘clamped’’ dielectric tensor ~�, and
effective piezoelectric tensor ~e given by (36) with the alternative
effective tensors: ~LD is the ‘‘open-circuit’’ (measured at constant
electric displacement) elasticity tensor; ~M and ~MD are the ‘‘short-
circuit’’ and ‘‘open-circuit’’ compliance tensors; ~�S is the ‘‘free’’
(measured at constant stress) dielectric tensor; ~B and ~BS are the
‘‘clamped’’ and ‘‘free’’ impermeability tensors; ~d; ~g, and ~h are the
alternative piezoelectric tensors (see, e.g., Standards on
Piezoelectric Crystals, 1949). Once ~L; ~�, and ~e are generated from
(36), any of the components of these alternative effective tensors
can be readily computed. Of particular interest here are the specific
acoustic impedance ~Z and frequency constant ~Nt defined by

~Z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�q~LD

3333

q
and ~Nt ¼

1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
~L3333

�q

s
ð52Þ
with �q ¼ ð1� cÞqð1Þ þ cqð2Þ denoting the average density of the
composite, the hydrostatic coefficients ~dh and ~gh given by

~dh ¼ ~d311 þ ~d322 þ ~d333 and ~gh ¼ ~g311 þ ~g322 þ ~g333; ð53Þ

and the thickness and planar electromechanical coupling factors ~kt

and ~kp defined by

~kt ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�

~L3333

~LD
3333

s
and ~kp ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�

~�33
~LD

3333

~�S
33

~L3333

s
: ð54Þ
4.1. A fiber-reinforced composite with polymeric matrix and
piezoelectric fibers

We begin by confronting the theoretical solution (36) to the
experimental measurements of Chan and Unsworth (1989) for the
overall response of piezoelectric composites made up of a single
family of PZT-7A cylindrical fibers, with the poling direction u3

aligned with the direction of the fibers, embedded in an Araldite
D matrix. The properties of the PZT-7A and Araldite D materials
are given in Table 1. Chan and Unsworth did report that their
specimens were fabricated by means of a dice-and-fill technique
— which allowed them to reach volume fractions of fibers up to
c ¼ 0:82 — but did not provide details about the cross-sectional
shape nor spatial distribution of the fibers. Here, we assume that
the fibers have circular cross section and that they are isotropically
distributed in the transverse plane. The appropriate microstructrual



Fig. 4. The theoretical solution (36) compared to experimental results (Banno, 1987) for the overall response of a hot-pressed Mn-doped PZT material containing a random
distribution of aligned oblate spheroidal pores. Results are shown for: (a) the elastic constant 1= ~M1111, (b) the ‘‘free’’ dielectric component ~�S

33=�0, (c) the piezoelectric
component �~d311, and (d) the planar electromechanical coupling factor ~kp , all as functions of the volume fraction of pores c.
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tensors PL; P�; Pe within the context of the solution (36) are thus
given by expressions (50) with m ¼ 3, n ¼ 2, s ¼ 1, and a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a.

Fig. 2 shows results for the following overall properties of the
composite: (a) the specific acoustic impedance ~Z, (b) the piezoelec-
tric component ~d333, (c) the thickness electromechanical coupling
factor ~kt , (d) the planar electromechanical coupling factor ~kp, (d)
the ‘‘free’’ dielectric component ~� S

33=�0, and (f) the compliance
~M1111 þ ~M1122, all as functions of the volume fraction of the PZT-
7A fibers c. It is plain from this figure that the predictions from
the theoretical solution (36), the solid lines in the plots, are consis-
tently in good agreement with the experimental measurements of
Chan and Unsworth (1989), the solid circles.

4.2. A porous piezoelectric composite with cylindrical pores

Next, we compare the predictions of the theoretical solution
(36) with the experimental results of Bast and Wersing (1989)
for the overall response of a PZT–PNN matrix containing a rectan-
gular array of aligned cylindrical pores transverse to the poling
direction u3. Unfortunately, Bast and Wersing did not report all
of the material properties of the type of PZT–PNN utilized in their
experiments. We assume that they are given by those recorded in
Table 1, while the pores are taken to be filled by air at atmospheric
pressure. On the other hand, Bast and Wersing (1989) did provide
SEM images of their specimens from which information about the
size, shape, and spatial distribution of the pores can be estimated.
Based on these images, the fibers are known to be aligned with the
u2 direction, their cross sections are taken to be elliptical with an
aspect ratio of 17=75 	 0:23, and the unit cell describing their peri-
odic rectangular distribution is taken to have an aspect ratio of
76=215 	 0:35. The corresponding microstructural tensors
PL; P�; Pe required in the computation of (36) are thus given by
expressions (40) with m ¼ 2; n ¼ 1; s ¼ 3; a3=a1 ¼ 17=75 	 0:23,
and b3=b1 ¼ 76=215 	 0:35.

Fig. 3 shows results for: (a) the specific acoustic impedance ~Z, (b) the
frequency constant ~Nt , (c) the thickness electromechanical coupling
factor ~kt , and (d) the ‘‘free’’ dielectric component ~�S

33=�0, all as functions
of the volume fraction of pores c. The solid lines correspond to the pre-
dictions from the theoretical solution (36), while the hollow circles cor-
respond to the experimental results of Bast and Wersing (1989). The
finite element (FE) simulations of the Bast and Wersing experiments
by Kar-Gupta and Venkatesh (2006) are also included in the plots (solid
circles) for further scrutiny of the theoretical predictions. All three sets
of results are seen to be in reasonably good agreement.

4.3. A porous piezoelectric composite with a random distribution of
aligned spheroidal pores

In this subsection, we compare the theoretical predictions gen-
erated from (36) with the experimental data of Okazaki et al.
reported by Banno (1987) for the overall response of Mn-doped
PZT ceramics containing a random distribution of spheroidal pores
aligned with the poling direction u3. As a complete set of material
parameters for the Mn-doped PZT utilized by these authors was
not provided, we use the approximate values reported in Table 1.
The pores are assumed to be vacuous. In his paper, Banno (1987)



Fig. 5. The theoretical solution (36) compared to the full-field simulations of Sumantu and Venkatesh (2011) for the overall response of a barium sodium niobate matrix
containing a periodic cubic distribution of spherical and cuboidal pores. Results are shown for (a) the specific acoustic impedance ~Z, (b) the thickness electromechanical
coupling factor ~kt , (c) the hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient ~dh , and (d) the hydrostatic constant ~dh~gh as functions of the volume fraction of pores c.
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did include SEM images of the underlying pores, from which one
can deduce that they are approximately oblate spheroids with an
aspect ratio of 1=3 	 0:33 and that their small semi-axis is aligned
in the poling direction u3. No information was reported regarding
the spatial distribution of the pores. However, given that the spec-
imens were fabricated by means of a hot pressing technique, it is
reasonable to approximate their spatial distribution as being
‘‘spheroidal’’ in the sense of Willis (1977), as opposed to merely
isotropic. In view of this microstructural information, the appropri-
ate tensors PL; P�; Pe required in the computation of (36) are given
by expressions (48) with a2=a1 ¼ 1 and a3=a1 ¼ 1=3 	 0:33.

Fig. 4 shows results for: (a) the elastic constant 1= ~M1111, (b) the
‘‘free’’ dielectric component ~�S

33=�0, (c) the piezoelectric component
�~d311, and (d) the planar electromechanical coupling factor ~kp in
terms of the volume fraction of pores c. Consistent with the two
previous sets of results, all of the theoretical predictions (solid
lines) are seen to be in good agreement with the experimental
measurements (solid circles) reported by Banno (1987).

4.4. Porous piezoelectric composites with periodic distributions of
spherical and cuboidal pores

Finally, the theoretical solution (36) is confronted to the full-
field simulations of Sumantu and Venkatesh (2011) for the overall
response of a barium sodium niobate matrix weakened by a peri-
odic cubic distribution of spherical and cuboidal vacuous pores.
The properties of the barium sodium niobate material utilized in
the simulations are provided in Table 1. Based on an image
reported by these authors, the cuboidal pores are taken here to
be of square cross section, to have an aspect ratio of 0.45, and to
have their smallest side aligned with the poling direction u3. For
the microstructure with spherical pores, the tensors PL; P�; Pe

required in the computation of (36) are given by expressions (37)
with sides of the unit cell b1 ¼ b2 ¼ b3 ¼ b and the function gðnÞ
given by (39) with a1 ¼ a2 ¼ a3 ¼ a. For the microstructure with
cuboidal pores, the tensors PL; P�; Pe are also given by expressions
(37) with b1 ¼ b2 ¼ b3 ¼ b, but now the function gðnÞ is given by
(44) with a1 ¼ a2 and a3=a1 ¼ 0:45.

Fig. 5 shows results for: (a) the specific acoustic impedance ~Z,
(b) the thickness electromechanical coupling factor ~kt , (c) the
hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient ~dh, and (d) the hydrostatic con-
stant ~dh~gh, all as functions of the volume fraction of pores. The solid
lines correspond to the predictions from the theoretical solution
(36), while the solid and hollow circles correspond to the simula-
tions of Sumantu and Venkatesh (2011) for the composites with
spherical and cuboidal pores, respectively. Save for the ~kt results
shown in Fig. 5(b) for the microstructure with cuboidal pores, all
of the theoretical predictions are seen to be in good agreement
with the full-field simulations.

In short, the above sample results have illustrated the far-reach-
ing capabilities of the theoretical result (36) to describe and predict
the behavior of large classes of piezoelectric composites with par-
ticulate microstructures. In view of its microscopic nature, general-
ity, and analytical tractability, the result (36) provides thus a
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robust tool to efficiently guide the design of piezoelectric compos-
ites with desired macroscopic properties from the bottom up. Such
material design problems are worth pursuing in future works.
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